
“Venice is not merely a city, 
it is an unique idea of our world”

P. Starck



My Venice is a Lifestyle. 
This is the concept of uniqueness and beauty that inspired us  

when we decided to found the brand MyVenice,  
a dream that is embodied in an original assortment  

of products realized with a variety of original proposals  
that evoke the emotion of fascinating atmospheres.

Venice and its hinterland, from the mountains to the seaside,  
a heritage that has enchanted the world for centuries, an expression 

of style, taste, beauty and knowledge.

My Venice wishes to promote worldwide this age-old tradition, 
guaranteeing the quality and origin of the products 

of this territory through a careful selection of local companies 
and artisans, to offer its customers an exclusive experience  

of excellence in taste and style.



FOOD AND WINE
My Venice selects exclusive food and wine products, since Italy  

is worldwide recognized as a top destination in relation to the emotions 
and sensations associated to its food and wine products considered  

as the emblems of Italian healthy eating.

My Venice selection includes bronze-drawn durum wheat Pasta,  
extra virgin olive Oil, Amarone Valpolicella Classic D.O.C.G.  

and Prosecco Superiore di Conegliano-Valdobbiadene Brut D.O.C.G.  
All of them are examples of goods made with care, passion and  

respect for the environment, produced in splendid lands, historically 
devoted to quality and excellence, undisputed icons of beauty  

and the art of fine living.

ARTS AND CRAFTS
My Venice offers you an exclusive collection of Murano glass tableware 

made entirely by hand from blown glass and Murrine glass.

The precious objects, unique and unrepeatable, are true works of art.



TRAVEL EXPERIENCE 
A tailor-made travel experience allows people to live  
the true essence of refined places as a protagonist,  

not only from a natural and historical-artistic point of view,  
but above all thanks to an authentic involvement. 

My Venice travel packages are designed to experience  
flavours, sensations and emotions by accompanying  

the tourist beyond the traditional circuits into activities and 
prestigious locations, characterized by the attention to the quality 

and the originality guaranteed by My Venice.

CULTURE EXPERIENCE 
In the world of culture, My Venice collaborates with 

Veneto Symphony Orchestra in the creation of unforgettable events 
by representing the excellence of the Venetian musical tradition,  

thus creating an ideal partnership.



DESIGN EXPERIENCE
My Venice promotes a new way  

of experiencing design, between creativity  
and modernity through a selection  
of modern and refined furnishings,  

combining elegance and refinement. 

Inspired by the gifts of nature,  
all the products enhance the natural  

beauty of the material used,  
by virtue of the charm and exclusivity  
of the corrugated cardboard texture  
to support the fundamental value  

of sustainability.



myvenice.eu  


